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Considering as usual that the underlying geometry of our universe is well described by the spatially
flat Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker line element, we review how the background of holonomy
corrected Loop Quantum Cosmology (LQC) could be obtained as a simple modified version of the
mimetic gravity. We also analyze the scalar and tensor perturbations of this modified mimetic
model, from which we find that at the level of tensor perturbations it is indistinguishable from
General Relativity while at the level of scalar perturbations, the modified mimetic model, which
has the same background as LQC, does not exhibit the same properties as LQC in the so-called
deformed algebra approach.
PACS numbers: 04.20.Fy, 04.50.Kd, 98.80.Jk.
1. INTRODUCTION
The understanding of our universe in its extremely early phase (∼ Planck scale ∼ high energy regime) is not
absolutely complete in the framework of Einstein’s General theory of Relativity. Within this framework, as long as
the matter sector does now allow any exotic nature, the singularity is inevitable [1–4]. A singularity − the breakdown
of the space-time structure − means the failure of the physical laws − the fundamental flaw in the description of our
universe. Aside from the singularity problem, a series of early physics issues in the names of flatness problem, horizon
problem, baryon asymmetry, magnetic monopole problem and several others did not find any proper justification in
the context of standard General Relativity. To explain such puzzles, it was found that the universe should undergo
through a phase of rapid accelerated expansion something like an exponential type, known as the inflationary paradigm
[5, 6] and, consequently, the theory of inflation became quite successful in explaining most of the serious issues.
Nonetheless the singularity could not be framed within such formalism and stayed as a shortcoming of the General
theory of Relativity. This drived the scientific community towards the quantum theory of gravity, since dealing with
the evolution of the universe in the Planck’s scale quantum effects should be extremely important and effective in
comparison to our classical description of the General Relativity. The investigations in the last several years deal with
two promising theories of quantum gravity, namely String theory [7] and Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) [8]. In the
current work we will consider the cosmological descriptions of the later one, that means, Loop Quantum Cosmology
(LQC), see [9] for a review on the developments of LQC.
It has been found that the matter-ekpyrotic scenario in LQC [10, 11] in the so-called deformed algebra approach
[12], which contains a phase transition in the contraction regime and as a consequence allows our universe to be
reheated via the particle production mechanism, depicts a viable cosmology whose theoretical values of the power
spectrum, spectral index and its running agree with their observational estimations extracted from the joint analysis
of BICEP2/Keck Array and Planck [13]. We also refer to some earlier works where the authors show that inflation
[14] and bounce [15] are generically obtained in this context.
A suitable connection between LQC and the modified gravity theories was established in a series of articles [16–19]
showing that, in the framework of the usual spatially flat Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) universe,
the holonomy corrected LQC model can be equivalent to modified gravity if one works with an invariant scalar that
depends only on the square of the Hubble parameter [16–19]. One may recall that such a scalar is already known in
some viable modified gravity models, for instance, the scalar could be the torsion that appears in the teleparallel gravity
models where the spacetime is equipped with an unusual Weitzenbo¨ck connection [20], and a preferred orthonormal
basis in the tangent bundle of the spacetime manifold must be selected. As a second thought, we could recall the
extrinsic curvature scalar in the context of the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) formalism of GR [21]. One may find
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2that, in the above two frameworks, if the background universe is perfectly described by the spatially flat FLRW
spacetime, for the synchronous co-moving coordinates [22] the scalar becomes ‘−6H2’. Moreover, using the extrinsic
curvature scalar, it has been showed in [22] that one obtains the same equation of scalar perturbations as the one
obtained in holonomy corrected LQC using the deformed algebra approach (see for instance [12]), which does not
happen using the torsion provided by the Weitzenbo¨ck connection [23].
Although both the modified gravity models mentioned above are believed to be the viable alternatives for describing
the expansive history of the universe, one may recall that both of them share a common trouble − the preferred
coordinate system. Locally the teleparallel gravity is not Lorentz invariant [24] and, concerning the extrinsic curvature
scalar in the ADM formalism of GR, it requires to fix the slicing [22]. Thus, both the modified gravity theories have
essentially some shortcomings. It might be important to refer to some recent investigations which argue that if
the spin connection is also considered along with the pure-tetrad formalism for the teleparallel gravity the local
invariance problem might be resolved [25, 26]. However, the consequences of such proposals, where in particular the
spin connection is important for the teleparallel models, need some more time for a decisive conclusion towards this
direction. On the other hand, for the ADM formalism of GR we are not concerned with any kind of proposal, at
least at the time of writing this paper. Thus, one may readily conclude that the scalar we find in both these modified
gravity theories is not gauge invariant. Certainly the gauge invariant scalars are of utmost important. However,
the construction of such gauge invariant scalars is not so easy, nevertheless they are not impossible. These scalars
can be built with the Carminati-McLenaghan invariants [28] (see [27] for the definition of these invariants) or the
d’Alembertian of a mimetic field [29, 30].
Once such gauge invariant scalars are found, the realization of the cosmic bounce becomes simple by working in
the phase space (H, ρ), where H denotes de Hubble parameter and ρ the energy density of the FLRW universe. In
particular, the simplest route to build such bouncing backgrounds is to consider the closed curves in the (H, ρ) phase
space crossing the H = 0 axis, at least twice. Now, for a given f -theory, the modified Friedmann equation becomes a
first order differential on f , that relates f and ρ, both as a function of the invariant scalar. The solution of the modified
Friedmann equation returns the corresponding f theory that leads to the background depicted by the corresponding
curve. We remark that the simplest closed curve in the (H, ρ) phase space is an ellipse which depicts the holonomy
corrected Friedmann equation in LQC (see for details [28]).
In the present work we use the scalar provided by the modified mimetic gravity (the D’Alembertian of the mimetic
field with a negative sign) and show, as already done in [19, 30, 31], that there is an f -theory which reproduces exactly
the same background as the holonomy corrected LQC. We extend our analysis considering both the scalar and tensor
perturbations. Since in modified mimetic gravity the classical hypersurface deformation algebra is obtained (see for
instance [31]), as a consequence, the equations for perturbations coming from modified mimetic gravity might not be
the same as in the deformed algebra approach of LQC (see for instance [32, 33] for a review of the “state-of-the-art”
of the problem of covariance in canonical quantum gravity). In fact, our results show that at the level of scalar
perturbations the modified mimetic model differs with LQC because it contains extra complicated terms. And, for
the tensor perturbations, as has recently been pointed out in [34], the mimetic field has no influence and, thus, one
obtains the well-known tensor perturbed equations for General Relativity.
The paper has been organized in the following way. In section 2 we introduce the modified mimetic model and its
evolution in the background level. The perturbation equations have been presented in section 3, where in particular
the scalar and tensor perturbations are shown in subsections 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. Finally, we close the entire work
in section 4 with the main findings of the work. The units used throughout the paper are ~ = c = 1 =Mpl = 1, where
Mpl is the reduced Planck’s mass (the other notations have their usual meanings), with the convention that a temporal
vector vµ satisfies vµv
µ < 0. The meanings of some frequently used quantities in this work are, (a) φ,µ ≡ ∂µφ = ∇µφ ,
(b) φ¯ as the unperturbed part of φ ; (c) fχ is the derivative of f with respect to χ and Vφ is the derivative of V with
respect to φ .
2. MODIFIED MIMETIC GRAVITY
In recent time, cosmology with mimetic gravity is getting an impressive attention [35–41] and is in progress both
in the theoretical and observational level (also see a recent review in this direction [42]). Here we allow an extension
of the original mimetic gravity in terms of the following action
S =
∫ √−g(1
2
R + λ(ϕ,µϕ
,µ + 1) + f(χ) + Lmatt
)
d4x, (1)
3where R is the scalar curvature, ϕ is the mimetic field satisfying ϕ,µϕ,µ ≡ ∇µϕ∇µϕ = −1; χ ≡ −ϕ = −∇µϕ,µ ; λ
is a Lagrange multiplier. Further, we have assumed that the matter sector of the universe is filled with a scalar field
φ having potential V (φ), which is minimally coupled to gravity whose Lagrangian is given by
Lmatt = −φ,µφ
,µ
2
− V (φ). (2)
Although one can extend the action (1) for F (R) gravity [43] with the replacement R→ F (R), in this work we only
consider the simplest case described in the above action (1). The dynamical equations making the variation of (1)
with respect to gµν are [30]
Gµν = Tµν − T˜µν − 2λϕ,µϕ,ν , (3)
where Gµν = Rµν − 12gµνR is the Einstein tensor, Tµν = φ,µφ,ν −
(
1
2φ,αφ
,α + V (φ)
)
gµν is the stress tensor and
T˜µν ≡ gµν
(
χfχ − f − ϕ,αχ,αfχχ
)
+ fχχ
(
ϕ,νχ,µ + ϕ,µχ,ν
)
. (4)
The dynamical equation for the mimetic field is obtained after performing the variation of the action with respect
to ϕ as follows
∂µ
[√−g (fχχχ,µ + 2λϕ,µ)] = 0, (5)
and the variation of the scalar field φ leads to the well-known conservation equation
−φ+ Vφ = 0. (6)
Note that the dynamical equation for the scalar field (6) could also be deduced from the conservation equation
∇µT µν = 0, and the one for the mimetic field must also be obtained by taking the divergence of (3). From the
Bianchi identity ∇µGµν = 0 and the conservation equation ∇µT µν = 0, it is verified that ∇µ(T˜ µν + 2λϕ,µϕ,ν) = 0.
Further, following some algebraic calculations, one can see that the equation ϕν∇µ(T˜ µν + 2λϕ,µϕ,ν) = 0 is equivalent
to equation (5).
2.1. Background equations
In this section we explicitly describe the background equations for the action (1) in a spatially flat Friedmann-
Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) geometry. We work with the synchronous observers, that means, the line element
takes the form ds2 = −dt2+a2δijdxidxj , where a(t) is the expansion scale factor of the universe. The simplest solution
of ϕ¯,µϕ¯
,µ = −1, is ϕ¯(t) = t, leading to χ¯ = 3H . Thus, equation (5) becomes
∂t
[
a3(3H˙f¯χχ + 2λ¯)
]
= 0, (7)
whose general solution is λ¯ = C2 a
−3 − 32H˙f¯χχ. For simplicity, we take C = 0, thus, the 0− 0 component of the field
equations (3) becomes
ρ = 3H2 + f¯ − 3Hf¯χ, (8)
which depicts a curve in the phase space of (H, ρ). The i − 0 component identically vanishes whereas the i − i
component yields the Raychaudhuri equation(
1− 3
2
f¯χχ
)
H˙ = −1
2
(ρ+ P ), (9)
which is equivalent to the conservation equation ρ˙ = −3H(ρ+P ), where P is the pressure associated with the energy
density ρ.
Therefore, for given a curve ρ = g¯(3H) = g¯(χ¯), in order to obtain the corresponding f¯(χ¯) one has to solve the first
order differential equation (8) written as
χ¯f¯χ − f¯ − 1
3
χ¯2 + g¯(χ¯) = 0, (10)
4whose solution is
f¯(χ¯) = +
1
3
χ¯2 − χ¯
∫
g¯(χ¯)
χ¯2
dχ¯. (11)
As an example, we consider the holonomy corrected Friedmann equation in LQC, i.e., we take the following ellipse
ρ = g¯(χ¯) =
ρc
2
(
1±
√
1− 4χ¯
2
3ρc
)
⇐⇒ H2 = ρ
3
(
1− ρ
ρc
)
, (12)
which leads to the mimetic f -theory
f¯(χ¯) =
1
3
χ¯2 +
ρc
2
(
1−
√
1− s2 − s arcsin(s)
)
, (13)
first proposed by [30], where s ≡ 2√
3ρc
χ¯ and the functions
√
1− s2, arcsin(s) are bi-valued [28]. In order to be well
defined we have to take the following prescription. The ellipse has two branches where the upper part corresponds to
ρ = ρc2
(
1 +
√
1− 4χ¯23ρc
)
and the lower one is depicted by ρ = ρc2
(
1−
√
1− 4χ¯23ρc
)
. We choose the sign of the square
root as positive (respectively negative) in the lower (respectively upper) branch and arcsin(s) ≡ ∫ s
0
1√
1−s¯2 ds¯ in the
lower branch, while arcsin(s) ≡ ∫ s0 1√1−s¯2 ds¯+ pi in the upper one, having the same criteria for the sign of the square
root, thus obtaining that the function f¯ is continuous throughout the ellipse.
Finally, a simple calculation shows that for this particular theory the 0− 0 and i− i equations respectively become
H2 =
ρ
3
(
1− ρ
ρc
)
, (14)
and
H˙ = −ρ+ P
2
(
1− 2ρ
ρc
)
, (15)
which are nothing but the modified field equations in the holonomy corrected LQC [9]. As we will see later our theory
differs to some extent from Loop Quantum Cosmology. Hence, we can not include the name of LQC in the f -theory
given by (13) and we will call it simply Limiting curvature mimetic theory, in analogy to [30].
A final remark is in order: The simplest route to obtain the background equations goes as follows [19]. Let us
consider the metric ds2 = −N2dt2+a2δijdxidxj , where we introduce the lapse function N . In this case the constraint
ϕ,µϕ,µ = −1 reads as ˙¯ϕ = N and, thus, χ¯ = 3HN . Then, introducing these results in (1) we obtain the reduced action
Sred =
∫
a3N
(
−3H
2
N2
+ f¯
(
3H
N
)
+ Lmatt
)
dt, (16)
where the matter Lagrangian is
Lmatt =
˙¯φ
2
2N2
− V (φ¯). (17)
We note that performing the variation of the reduced action (16) with respect to the lapse function N and at the
end making N = 1, without any loss of generality, one obtains the Friedmann equation (8). Moreover, performing
the temporal derivative of (16) and using the conservation equation ρ˙ = −3H(P +ρ), one may find the Raychaudhuri
equation (9). To finish this remark it is interesting to mention the deduction of these equations made in [31] using
the Hamiltonian formalism.
3. PERTURBATIONS
The behavior of any cosmological theory in the large scale of the universe is the most important subject for
investigation. Thus, following the evolutions of the mimetic modified gravity model at the background level in section
2.1, in this section we calculate the scalar and tensor perturbations for the present model using the longitudinal gauge.
53.1. Scalar Perturbations
In theory of perturbations, dealing with scalar perturbations, the most general line element is
d2s = a2(η)
{−(1 + 2Φ)dη2 + 2B,idxidη + [(1 − 2Ψ)δij + 2E,ij ]} , (18)
where η is the cosmic time. From the fuctions Φ, Ψ, B and E one can construct the so-called gauge-invariant Bardeen’s
potentials [44]
Φgi = Φ+
1
a
[(B − E′)a]′, Ψgi = Ψ−H(B − E′), (19)
where H is the conformal Hubble parameter. In the same way, for any scalar q = q¯ + δq one could build up the
gauge-invariant δqgi = δq + q¯′(B − E′). Then, choosing the Newtonian gauge, for which B = E = 0, we can see that
the variables Φ, Ψ and the perturbations of any scalar are gauge-invariants. Using that gauge and the cosmic time,
the line element can be written as
ds2 = −(1 + 2Φ)dt2 + (1− 2Φ)a2δijdxidxj , (20)
because in mimetic gravity δ(T ji − T˜ ji −2λϕiϕj) vanishes for i 6= j [45]. One may identify Φ and Ψ as the perturbation
quantities. We perturb the scalar field as ϕ = t+ δϕ, then the equation ϕ,µϕ
,µ = −1 leads to Φ = δϕ˙.
At the linear order, a simple calculation leads to
χ = 3H − 3(Φ˙ +HΦ)− 1
a2
∆δϕ. (21)
And perturbing the equation (3), the i− 0, i− i and 0− 0 equations respectively take the following forms:
Φ˙ +HΦ =
1
2
˙¯φδφ− 1
2
f¯χχδχ, (22)
2
(
Φ¨ + 4HΦ˙ + (3H2 + 2H˙)Φ
)
= − ˙¯φ(Φ ˙¯φ − δφ˙)− V¯φδφ− δ(χfχ − f − ϕ,µχ,µfχχ), (23)
2
(
3H2Φ+ 3HΦ˙− 1
a2
∆Φ
)
= ˙¯φ(Φ ˙¯φ − δφ˙)− V¯φδφ− δ(χfχ − f + ϕ,µχ,µfχχ) + 2δλ . (24)
On the other hand, the general solution of the equation (5) is
fχχχ
,µ + 2λϕ,µ = ξµ, (25)
where ξµ is a vector field satisfying ∇µξµ = 0. Then, one has
2λ = −ξµϕ,µ + fχχχ,µϕ,µ, (26)
and by perturbing it one obtains
2δλ = δξ0 − ∂t(f¯χχδχ) + ˙¯fχδϕ˙, (27)
which leads to
δλ =
1
2
δξ0 +
f¯χχ
2
(3Φ¨ +
1
a2
∆Φ) +
3
2
(Hf¯χχ +
˙¯fχχ)Φ˙ +
3
2
(2H˙f¯χχ +H
˙¯fχχ)Φ + (
1
2
˙¯fχχ −Hf¯χχ) 1
a2
∆δϕ. (28)
Now, adding the equations 0− 0 and i− i and using i− 0, one gets
Φ¨− 1
a2
∆Φ+HΦ˙ + 2H˙Φ = ¨¯φδφ + δλ. (29)
Then, writing i− 0 as follows,
¨¯φδφ = 2
¨¯φ
˙¯φ
(Φ˙ +HΦ)(1− 3
2
f¯χχ)−
¨¯φ
˙¯φ
f¯χχ
1
a2
∆δϕ, (30)
6collecting terms and introducing the notation Ω ≡ 1
1− 3
2
f¯χχ
, one gets the equation for the potential Φ,
Φ¨− Ω
a2
∆Φ+
(
H − 2
¨¯φ
˙¯φ
− Ω˙
Ω
)
Φ˙ +
(
2
(
H˙ −H
¨¯φ
˙¯φ
)
−H Ω˙
Ω
)
Φ =
Ω
2
[
δξ0 +
˙¯φ
2
∂t
(
f¯χχ∆δϕ
a2 ˙¯φ
2
)]
, (31)
where δξ0 satisfies the linearized equation of (5), i.e.,
δξ˙0 + 3Hδξ0 +
f¯χχ
a2
[
3
(
∆Φ˙ +H∆Φ
)
+ 3H˙∆δϕ+
1
a2
∆2δϕ
]
= 0. (32)
Note that the equation (31) is different from the one obtained in holonomy corrected LQC using the ”deformed
algebra approach” [12], due to the fact that the term on the right hand side of (31) does not vanish.
Moreover, we also need the linearized conservation equation (6):
δφ¨+ 3Hδφ˙− 1
a2
∆δφ+ Vφφδφ− 4 ˙¯φΦ˙ + 2VφΦ = 0. (33)
Now, once we have all the dynamical equations, we can identify the dynamical variables, which in this case are
δφ and δϕ, because from the constraint ϕ,µϕ
,µ = −1 we have obtained the relation Φ = δϕ˙. Then, the dynamical
equations are composed by the equation i− 0 and (33), leading to the coupled system:{
δϕ¨+Hδϕ˙− c2s
a2
∆δϕ = Ω2
˙¯φδφ
δφ¨+ 3Hδφ˙− 1
a2
∆δφ+ (Vφφ − 2 ˙¯φ
2
Ω)δφ =
4 ˙¯φc2
s
a2
∆δϕ− 2(2H ˙¯φ+ Vφ)δϕ˙,
(34)
where the square of the velocity of sound is given, as in [46], by
c2s =
Ω
2
f¯χχ =
1
2 f¯χχ
1− 32 f¯χχ
, (35)
which exhibits the well-known gradient instability of the mimetic field [34, 46]. Moreover, since for the f -theory
which leads to the same background of holonomy corrected LQC (eq. (13)), one has f¯χχ =
2
3
(
1− 1Ω
)
= − 4ρ3(ρc−2ρ)
one can see that, for this theory, c2s is always negative except for ρ = 0. So, this shows a clear difference from this
theory in LQC, since LQC does not have a gradient instability at all times, but only for the upper half of the ellipse
(ρc2 < ρ < ρc)[11].
Then, working in the Fourier space, given a background ˙¯φ choosing initial conditions at a given time t0, δφk(t0),
δφ˙k(t0), δϕk(t0) and δϕ˙k(t0), solving the system (34) one obtains the evolution of the two degrees of freedom δφk and
δϕk.
To end this section we will calculate the Mukhanov-Sasaki (M-S) equation for scalar perturbations. First of all,
note that the equation i− 0 could be written as
d
dt
(
aδϕ˙
H
)
=
aΩ ˙¯φ
2
2H2
[
Hδφ
˙¯φ
+ δϕ˙+
H
a2 ˙¯φ
2 f¯χχ∆δϕ
]
. (36)
On the other hand, the equation 0− 0 has the form
2
(
3H2δϕ˙+ 3Hδϕ¨− 1
a2
∆δϕ˙
)
= ˙¯φ(δϕ˙ ˙¯φ− δφ˙)− V¯φδφ− 3Hf¯χχδχ+ δξ0, (37)
and after a cumbersome calculation one can see that it is equivalent to the following one
1
a2
∆δϕ˙ =
˙¯φ
2
2H
d
dt
[
Hδφ
˙¯φ
+ δϕ˙+
H
a2 ˙¯φ
2 f¯χχ∆δϕ
]
− 1
2
δξ0 −
˙¯φ2
2
∂t
(
f¯χχ∆δϕ
a2 ˙¯φ
2
)
. (38)
7Now, introducing the gauge-invariant (recall that we are working in the Newtonian gauge) variables,
v = a
(
δφ+
˙¯φ
H
δϕ˙+
1
a2 ˙¯φ
f¯χχ∆δϕ
)
, z = a
˙¯φ
H
, u =
2δϕ˙
˙¯φ
√
Ω
, and θ =
1
z
√
Ω
, (39)
and using the conformal time one obtains the M-S equations
√
Ω∆u = z
(v
z
)′
− a
3
φ¯′
δξ0 − φ¯′
(
f¯χχ∆δϕ
(φ¯′)2
)′
, θ
(u
θ
)′
=
√
Ωv. (40)
Performing the Laplacian in the second equation and using the first one, we obtain
v′′ − Ω∆v − v z
′′
z
=
1
z
[(
za3
φ¯′
δξ0
)′
+
(
zφ¯′
(
f¯χχ∆δϕ
(φ¯′)2
)′)′]
, (41)
and inserting the second equation in the first one we get the equivalent to the equation (31)
u′′ − Ω∆u− uθ
′′
θ
=
√
Ω
a3
φ¯′
δξ0 +
√
Ωφ¯′
(
f¯χχ∆δϕ
(φ¯′)2
)′
, (42)
which do not coincide with the M-S in LQC for scalar perturbations [47] because the right hand side of these equations
does not vanish.
We note that the equations deduced in this last section have been written such that the left-hand side coincides
with the ones of the LQC in the deformed algebra approach, but the right-hand side differs from zero, which shows
that both approaches are different. For this reason, the velocity of sound for the different variables in general cannot
be simply extracted from these equations. However, the coupled system (34) is probably the most direct way to
interpret the sound speeds, obtaining namely 1 for the scalar field and, as in [46], (35) for the mimetic field.
3.2. Tensor Perturbations
Concerning the tensor perturbations for the modified mimetic model, the perturbed metric is given by
ds2 = −dt2 + a2(δij − hij)dxidxj , (43)
where hij is a symmetric, traceless and transverse tensor, that means, h
i
i = ∂ih
ij = 0. The constraint in this case
now becomes ϕ,µϕ,µ = −1 which leads to δϕ˙ = 0 and, thus, at linear order one arrives at χ = 3H − 1a2∆δϕ.
From this result, we can see that for the tensor perturbations the i− 0 equation becomes ∆δϕ = 0, which leads to
δχ = 0. As a consequence, the right hand side of the i − j equation vanishes leading to δGii = 0, which is equivalent
to the well-known equation of tensor perturbations in GR,
h¨
j
i + 3Hh˙
j
i −
1
a2
∆hji = 0, (44)
as also shown in [34] for mimetic gravity. This is a feature of this theory which is indeed different from the Teleparallel
LQC [47, 49], Extrinsic curvature LQC [22] or even from the holonomy corrected LQC [50], in all of which the equation
for tensor perturbations differs from that of GR.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
General Relativity is a successful theory of gravity that describes the evolution of the universe almost in a satisfactory
way. The theory of inflation was found to be an essential addition in this context. Nonetheless, the initial singularity
issue, which had been found to be inevitable, inspired to search for other alternatives for inflation where the singularity
does not appear. The Loop Quantum Cosmology applied to the matter or matter-ekpyrotic bouncing scenario is an
effect of that, which is considered to be a viable alternative to the inflationary paradigm. The model also provides
with a bounce of the universe in its early phase and, hence, the singularity problem is naturally avoided. In the present
8work, considering that the underlying geometry of the universe is best described by the usual spatially flat Friedmann-
Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker line-element, we have shown that a modified version of the mimetic gravity (see [35, 36]
for the introduction of mimetic gravity theory) could be equivalent at the background level to LQC, but however has
some important differences at the level of perturbations with LQC in the deformed algebra approach. This probably
comes from the fact that it can not come from a covariant Lagrangian where the hypersurface deformation algebra is
the classical one, precisely due to the deformation of the Dirac’s algebra of constraints, which contrast with the fully
covariance of the theory presented in this paper.
The introduction of mimetic gravity in the literature of modern cosmology is very new [35, 36], at least in comparison
to other cosmological theories and within a few years it has gained a considerable attention in the scientific community
[29, 30, 37–41]. We have shown that a limiting curvature mimetic theory through the introduction of a functional
f(χ) into the Lagrangian, where χ is the d’Alembertian of the mimetic field, could exhibit some interesting properties
based on the choice of f(χ). At the background level, the limiting curvature mimetic theory may lead to an equivalent
structure to that of the LQC for the appropriate f -function. While on the other hand, concerning the study of the
cosmological perturbations in the flat FLRW spacetime, the model returns different characteristics respectively for the
scalar and tensor perturbations. For the scalar perturbations, the modified mimetic gravity returns some complicated
equation which reflect important differences with respect to LQC, whereas for the tensor perturbations we show that
the mimetic field exhibits no extra feature in comparison to the General Relativity, that means, at the level of tensor
perturbations mimetic gravity coincides with General Relativity.
Finally, it is worthy to point out the results obtained in [51] in the framework of Bianchi spacetimes, where the
authors show the impossibility of depicting the limiting curvature mimetic gravity as an effective LQC theory, which
coincides with our main point in this article.
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